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To evoke positive human emotions is a critical goal of blue spaces in urban

wetland parks. However, information is still scarce on how people self-express

across the spatiotemporal spectrum when they come across wetlands which

include varying levels of elevation in a single landscape and microclimate. In

this study, 30 urbanwetland parkswere selected from17 cities in Central China,

where a total of 1,184 portrait photos of visitors were obtained from a social

media platform (Sina Weibo) to analyze their expressed sentiments by rating

facial expression scores of happy and sad emotions and net positive emotion

index (NPE; happy-score minus sad-score) in 2020. Landscape metrics were

remotely evaluated for every wetland park, and microclimatic factors were

obtained for the days when the photos were taken. Based on regressions of

park-level data, blue-space areas could be perceived as a positive driver to

trigger happiness in spring (regression coe�cient [RC] of 0.20), but it triggered

negative emotions in autumn (RC of −2.98). The higher elevation areas

triggered positive emotions in summer and autumn (RC of 1.35 × 10−3), but

extreme daily temperature, air humidity, and wind velocity together triggered

sadness (RC of 0.11, 0.03, and 0.51, respectively). Mapped distribution of the

area and corresponding emotions showed that visiting blue space evoked

more smiles in wetland parks of northern Hunan, southern Hubei, and eastern

Anhui in spring. Blue spaces in Shanxi and northwestern Hebei evoked better

moods in autumn. Smaller blue spaces in wetlands located at higher elevations

were recommended for nature enthusiasts in warm seasons to overcome the

prevalent sadness characteristic of that time of the year and location.
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Introduction

Wetlands have many important ecosystem uses, such as

sequestering carbon and biodiversity conservation (Hansson

et al., 2005; Han et al., 2012). Urban wetlands are special types

of ecological infrastructures (EIs) that attract the public due to

their unique function across terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems

(Childers et al., 2019). Biodiversity, greenery, and microclimates

together account for a synthesized trigger that makes people

perceive a sense of mental restoration and wellbeing in urban

wetlands (Fuller et al., 2007; Dallimer et al., 2012; Carrus et al.,

2015; Wei et al., 2020b, 2021a,b). In the UN Agenda 2030 for

sustainable development, the benefits of wetlands are projected

to contribute to achieving specific sustainable development

goal (SDG) targets such as “basic human needs”, “sustainable

tourism”, and “improving and conserving the environment”

(Jaramillo et al., 2019). However, wetland ecosystems and the

benefits accrued from them are being reduced to an extent that

they may not be able to help achieve these SDG targets (Darrah

et al., 2019; Jaramillo et al., 2019; Ishtiaque et al., 2020). Global

reserves of natural wetlands have declined on an average by 35%

in the past four decades (Darrah et al., 2019) due to ecosystem

degradation, soil erosion, drainage, and mostly, urbanization

(Gunderson et al., 1995; Ishtiaque et al., 2020). As a nature-

based solution (NBS), however, human-made urban wetlands

have increased by 233% during the same period (Darrah et al.,

2019). Given that over four billion people are living in cities that

are full of stressors (WHO, 2022), more conceptual frameworks

are needed to guide the planning of wet-landscapes in urban

centers to improve human wellbeing.

Urban blue space is a critical element of a city’s

environmental infrastructure, where wetlands account for a

large proportion (Tuofu et al., 2021). People can perceive

landscape metrics in a blue space as drivers to evoke positive

emotions and post them online (Akpinar, 2016; Wei et al., 2019;

Zhang et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022a,b; Yu et al., 2022) (Table 1).

In coastal urban wetlands, it was reported that the proximity

to a blue space was a key precondition to evoking positive

self-affirmation in people (White et al., 2016; Freeman et al.,

2022). Generally, a distance of 1 km to 5 km to a blue space in

urban wetlands had an impact on a person’s emotions (de Vries

et al., 2003; White et al., 2014). However, a distance closer than

1 km from a wetland park failed to emulate a similar feeling

as it lacked an association with the perceived mental wellbeing

Abbreviations: EI, ecological infrastructure; SDG, sustainable

development goal; NBS, nature-based solution; WHO, World Health

Organization; AveRH, average relative humidity; AveW, average wind

velocity every 2min; NDWI, normalized di�erence water index; DEM,

digital elevationmodel; DSM, digital surface model; MaxT, maximum daily

temperature; MinT,minimumdaily temperature; SunH, sunshine duration;

NPE, net positive emotion index; ANOVA, analysis of variance; VetH,

vegetative height; BlueA, blue space area; SRT, stress recovery theory.

(Triguero-Mas et al., 2015). Studies of this type used data

from self-reported scores on questionnaires, which may suffer

from human errors that cause more fluctuations than expected

(Wei et al., 2022). The WHO suggests that perceived mental

states reported by participants (in questionnaires) are seldom

reliable (WHO, 1994). Meanwhile, recent studies also suggest

that psychological responses to experiences in wet landscapes

can be assessed through big data of posted emotions on social

media networks (Zhang et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022a). The higher

prevalence of blue spaces in urban wetland parks in coastal cities

can be presumed to promote positive emotions in these places

(Li et al., 2022a). On the other hand, it has been reported that

coming across blue spaces in a wetland located in an urban

forest park in temperate cities evoked sad emotions (Zhang

et al., 2021). Furthermore, blue spaces in elevated wetlands

induced more sadness in people (Zhang et al., 2021; Li et al.,

2022a). However, these studies were undertaken in parks at the

local level, and a study of perceived emotions in blue spaces

among a larger regional distribution may be different from

areas covered just by parks. Remote sensing-based research

has been a major advancement in assessing the function of

wetlands while monitoring the progress of SDGs related to

human interactions (Ishtiaque et al., 2020). Using the remote-

sensing approach, people’s perceptions of their experiences in

parks can be extended to other places by predicting values across

a regional area. To the best of our knowledge, the prediction of

the perceived emotions of people in blue spaces of wetlands has

not been mapped at the regional level.

The microclimate within EIs plays a significant role.

Wetlands comprise green and blue spaces in a synthesis of

terrestrial and aquatic environments (Gascon et al., 2015;

Childers et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022a) (Table 1).

Transpiration in the vegetation can mitigate the heat-island

effect and induce thermal comforts (Abd Latif et al., 2012;

Klemm et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2021c; Priya and Senthil, 2021).

The intensity of sunlight that is transmitted and understory

RH (∼53.29%) are factors that enhance the physiological and

psychological wellbeing of people (An et al., 2019; Wei et al.,

2020b). Mild winds at a moderate velocity (∼5.36m s−1) in

green spaces can evoke a sense of better mood (Mao et al.,

2022). Large-scale water bodies in blue spaces of wetlands can

prevent thermal evaporation and replace it with cold gases

(Nipoti and Binney, 2007). Temperatures in the range of 17.5–

22.3◦C are considered optimum to induce people to exhibit

positive emotions (Li et al., 2022b). The experiences in wetlands

during plant-growing seasons can improve human comfort

through its cooling effect (Zhang et al., 2016; Wong et al., 2017).

However, if the duration is extended beyond the season to a

year, the moist environment fails to evoke the same reaction (Li

et al., 2022b). Again, these findings of meteorological effects on

people’s perceptions were obtained fromwetlands in single parks

at scattered locations. Observations of the emotional impacts

of wetland microclimates at a larger scale are still lacking. In

addition, knowledge about the combined effects of landscapes
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TABLE 1 Summary of emotional and psychological responses to experiences in blue spaces with varied metrics.

Citation Effect Specific Magnitude Dependent

White et al. (2016) Proximity Positive Self-repot

White et al. (2014) < 1km Positive

Triguero-Mas et al. (2015) < 1km Null

de Vries et al. (2003) < 1km Positive

White et al. (2014) 1-5 km Null

de Vries et al. (2003) 1-3 km Negative

de Vries et al. (2003) <3 km Positive

White et al. (2014) >5-20 km Positive

White et al. (2014) >20 km Null

Li et al. (2022a) Largeness 0.00-1.58 km2 Positive Facial expression

Zhang et al. (2021) 0.01-4.40 km2 Positive

Li et al. (2022a) Elevation 0.00-33.84m Negative

Zhang et al. (2021) - Negative

An et al. (2019) Sunlight spectrum green light Positive Diastolic blood pressure

An et al. (2019) RH 1 45.49-55.54% Negative Diastolic blood pressure

Wei et al. (2020b) Sunlight spectrum green light Positive Facial expression

Wei et al. (2020b) RH 0.99-40.08% Positive Facial expression

1RH, relative humidity.

and microclimates on the mental status of people is lacking and

has not attracted enough attention. The use of remote sensing

and monitoring can facilitate mapping regional landscapes and

their function for further analysis.

The achievement of environmental-related SDG targets

depends on decisions made to secure the resources and manage

wetlands in a sustainable manner (Weise et al., 2020). Mapping

the water-related ecosystem is a fundamental requirement for

managing landscapes in a large scale (Fitoka et al., 2020).

Landscape metrics are directly identifiable from surface features

on the earth that reflect light in different spectral bands making

it easy to map and assess their spatial distribution. Wetlands, on

the other hand, are not direct metrics but contribute to a critical

part of the management (Rapinel et al., 2016). Determining

the relationship between landscape metrics and their function

is an available approach to predicting the outcome of the

interaction using remotely monitored parameters in a group

of single parks (Liu et al., 2021a; Zhang et al., 2021; Li et al.,

2022b). The regressed models can be further used to predict

functional services for people coming across blue spaces in

regional wetlands. To the best of our knowledge, the wetland

function of promoting people’s mental wellbeing has not been

fully mapped at a regional scale. This might be due to the lack of

predictions of mental states regressed against landscape metrics

remotely evaluated at the regional scale.

The use of facial expressions posted on social media has been

established in studies detecting mental wellbeing in urban green

and blue spaces (Wei et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021c; Mao et al.,

2022). This approach has the merit of using online big data from

social media networks that can process the variety of expressions

expressed by people while at the same time managing human

errors in the process (Wei et al., 2020a; Evers and Phoenix,

2022). Conventional assessments depending on questionnaires

are more likely to suffer bias from human errors when used

for evaluating mental status (Yang et al., 2018). On the other

hand, facial expressions are closer to the reflections of true

sentiments of people who have posted them online (Sun et al.,

2019, 2021). However, the collection of facial expressions largely

depends on the check-in location records of visitors in EIs. This

may not be a challenge when collecting records from a single

park where people are prone to visit and likely to post selfies.

However, when collating spatially distributed facial expressions

from local parks, especially when extending it to a regional scale

with several wetlands, the geographical gaps in the data, due to

a lack in the desired number of visits in a given time, need to be

filled up by predicted values which had been regressed against

landscape metrics in single parks. As far as we are aware, only

a few studies have focused on this issue and made a preliminary

attempt at mapping facial expressions (Yu et al., 2022). However,

the results have been far from satisfactory given the limitations

of small geographical scale and insufficient numbers of parks

and landscapemetrics used during regression analysis compared

to landscape metrics in single parks.

Constructed wetlands are major urban catchments that

mitigate flood events (Kumar et al., 2021). Inland cities located

on plain terrains are more vulnerable to floods than those in

coastal cities (Shin et al., 2019; Koyama and Yamada, 2020). This

is because, following an extreme rainstorm, water flows with
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a lower probability to arrive at the closest catchment area of

inland cities where watersheds are generally smaller compared

to those along the shore. Many regions in Central China have

been adapted to facilitate the diversification and production

of agricultural crops (Zeng et al., 2020). However, these areas

are at a high risk of flooding given more frequent rainstorms

due to climate change (Huo et al., 2013; Kong and Iop, 2019).

For example, in July 2021, Zhengzhou had a rainstorm with

617mm of rain over a 3-day period which led to disastrous

flooding (China Today, 2021). Constructing more wetlands is

an urgent necessity to cope with further flooding risk in this

area, but equally missing is an understanding of the different

perceptions of people when exposed to different wetlands. This

gains importance against the background of SDG targets relating

to human wellbeing, including mental wellbeing. Mapping the

spatial distribution of emotional perceptions can provide a

theoretical framework to guide the sustainable management

of blue-space landscapes and waterbodies, which are urgently

needed in the context of flooding in Central China.

In this study, facial expressions that were posted online were

rated for visitors’ perceptions of urban wetlands in cities in

Central China. The spatial distribution wasmapped according to

daily microclimatic records and seasonal variations. Landscape

metrics of blue spaces in wetlands were characterized as

independent variables to regress facial expressions. Predicted

facial expressions were extended to all blue spaces in the whole

study area according to regressed dependences of joint landscape

and microclimates. We aimed to map the spatiotemporal

distributions of emotional perceptions of people experiencing

wetlands and their associations with landscape metrics and

microclimates. We hypothesized that: (i) at the regional scale,

people will pose more positive emotions in wetland blue spaces

with a large area and low elevation based on current findings in

cities of East China (Zhang et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022a), and (ii)

a combination of high temperature and low RH microclimates

evoke more smiles in online photos as surmised by the findings

related to experiences in urban green spaces of North China

(Zhang et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022b; Mao et al., 2022) and blue

spaces of coastal cities of East China (Li et al., 2022b). Our results

will contribute to a significant and novel approach that predicts

and maps visitors’ perceptions of urban blue spaces at a regional

scale utilizing the independent data of joint landscape metrics

and microclimates.

Materials and methods

Study area and regional characteristics

In this study, undertaken in 2020, a total of 30 wetlands

from urban parks in 17 cities of Central China were included as

study sites (Figure 1; Table 2). The parks were chosen through a

basic requirement that no fewer than 40 visitors per park had to

post their photos (with facial expressions) on SinaWeibo during

the study period (Sina Weibo, 2021) (alternatively, Sina Micro-

blog or China Twitter) (Liu et al., 2021c; Zhu et al., 2021). Most

parks were constructed in cities on plain terrains. According

to The Yearbook of China’s Cities (2020 edition) (Hong, 2020),

the chosen cities had a population ranging from 78.20 × 104

(Zhangjiajie) to 668.10 × 104 (Wuhan), with a built-up area

of 37.00 km2 (Xinzhou) to 2,661.93 km2 (Handan), and per

capita GDP from 3.16 × 104 yuan per person (Xinzhou) to

15.68 × 104 yuan per person (Changsha). The study area had a

continental monsoon climate across temperate and subtropical

climatic zones. The local climate was characterized by a yearly

rainfall of 6.61mm, RH of 59.06%, an average daily temperature

of 15.80◦C, AveW of 3.39m s−1, and sunshine duration of 6.80 h

(National Standard of China, 2017).

Experimental design and study layout

The processes of the experiment design and layout are shown

in Figure 2. We employed parks as places (Table 2) from where

data were collected about posted facial expressions, landscape

metrics, and regional microclimates. All data were mapped to

reveal their spatial distributions with scattered park locations.

Facial expression scores were regressed against the landscape

and climate data and regression models were established using

park-level data. Using remote-sensing techniques, regional

blue spaces were mapped in all regions of the study area,

and respective climatic conditions were obtained using data

from the nearest meteorological stations. Facial expression

scores were then regressed against joint landscape metrics

and climates. Thereafter, spatial distributions of independent

variables (landscape and climate) with significant influence

on facial expression scores were used as sources of data;

thereafter facial expressions could be predicted and mapped in

all blue spaces based on mapping these independent variables.

Therefore, results would also reveal blue spaces that individuals

may have not visited in local wetland ecosystems but might

evoke similar positive emotions.

Landscape metrics and regional climates

Landsat-8 OLI (30-m resolution) was used as the source

of the geographical data (USGS, 2021). Satellite images were

obtained from plant growing seasons in May-August 2020 for

days with the coverage rate of clouds lower than 10%. The

geographical range of every park was outlined through manual

and digital mapping of locations in Baidu maps as references

(Baidu Map, 2022). Blue space was remotely evaluated by

normalized difference water index (NDWI), which was assessed

according to the method using spectral bands from Landsat-8

OLI (McFeeters, 2013):
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FIGURE 1

Spatial distribution of urban wetland parks for data collection in cities of Central China.

NDWI =
Green− NIR

Green+ NIR
(1)

where, Green is the green light reflectance (band 3) and NIR

is the near-infrared red light reflectance (band 5) (Guha et al.,

2020). Regions with NDWI values in a range of 0–1 were

extracted from wetlands in parks and areas of blue spaces were

calculated as the surface area using ArcGIS v. 10.2 (Esri-China,

Shanghai, China). The elevation of every wetland was evaluated

by digital elevation model (DEM) data using the ASTER GDEM

30m map-data product (NASA EarthData, 2021). Vegetative

height of plant communities in wetlands was evaluated by the

difference between digital surface model (DSM) data and DEM

data in the geographical ranges of wetlands (Schirpke et al.,

2013). DSM data were obtained from the AW3D30 DSM map

(Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, 2021).

Microclimates were determined frommeteorological factors

of daily rainfall, extreme temperature (MaxT andMinT), average

RH, SunH (National Standard of China, 2017), and AveW

from records of the closest meteorological stations of the

identified parks (Climatic Data Centre, 2021). Meteorological

stations that supplied climatic records had to be located with

adjacent wetland parks in the same city. If no meteorological

station was established in the same city, climatic records were

obtained from adjacent meteorological stations in neighboring

cities at a distance <10 km from the identified wetland park.

Meteorological factors were obtained from daily records when

wetlands in the identified parks were visited by individuals who

shared their selfies or photos with their faces on Sina Weibo and

locationally “checked in” at the identified parks. Microclimates

gathered over a timeframe of a year were divided into four
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TABLE 2 Parks in urban wetlands with the respective number of samples in cities of China.

Order Province City Park name Longitude Latitude Number of subjects

1 Hebei Chengde Mount Resort 117.93 41 37

2 Hebei Qinhuangdao Pigeon Dove Park 119.53 39.84 40

3 Hebei Tangshan South Lake Park 118.16 39.59 40

4 Hebei Tangshan Huifeng Lake Scenery 118.08 39.56 40

5 Hebei Langfang Nature Park 116.65 39.54 40

6 Shanxi Xinzhou Mount Wutai 113.59 38.97 40

7 Hebei Shijiazhuang Century Park 114.54 38.02 40

8 Shanxi Taiyuan Fenhe Scenery 112.54 37.89 40

9 Shanxi Taiyuan Longtan Park 112.55 37.88 40

10 Shanxi Taiyuan Wenying Park 112.57 37.86 40

11 Shanxi Taiyuan Meng Mt. Buddhist 112.45 37.78 40

12 Shanxi Taiyuan Jinyang Lake Park 112.5 37.77 40

13 Shanxi Taiyuan Taiyuan Arboretum 112.47 37.75 40

14 Shanxi Jinzhong Mianshan Scenery 111.99 36.89 40

15 Hebei Handan Congtai Park 114.49 36.62 40

16 Henan Zhengzhou Yellow River Wetland 113.65 34.91 40

17 Henan Zhengzhou Beilong Lake Park 113.71 34.82 40

18 Henan Kaifeng Longting Park 114.35 34.81 38

19 Henan Zhengzhou Zijin Mt. Park 113.69 34.76 40

20 Henan Zhengzhou Zhengzhou People Park 113.66 34.76 40

21 Henan Luoyang Wangcheng Park 112.42 34.67 40

22 Henan Luoyang Luopu Park 112.45 34.66 40

23 Henan Pingdingshan Riverside Park 113.3 33.72 40

24 Anhui Wuhu Zheshan Park 118.38 31.34 40

25 Anhui Wuhu River Front Park 118.36 31.33 39

26 Hubei Wuhan Houguan Lake Wetland 114.07 30.55 40

27 Hubei Wuhan Canglong Isle Wetland 114.42 30.4 40

28 Hunan Zhangjiajie Zhangjiajie National Park 110.43 29.32 37

29 Hunan Zhangjiajie Mount Tianmen 110.48 29.05 35

30 Hunan Changsha Mount Yuelu 112.94 28.18 38

Total 1,184

seasonal periods spring (from March to May) (Xu et al., 2021),

summer (from June to August) (Yu et al., 2020), autumn (from

September to November) (Sui et al., 2013), and winter (from

December to following February).

Photos of faces and rating expressions

Photos with facial expressions were obtained from micro-

blogs during the time of 2020 with check-in locations at the

wetlands listed in Table 2. The selfies were uploaded to Sina

Weibo by visitors, and their numbers had to be at least 40

individuals per park. This was the basic requirement of the

number of photos that may be needed for a study to rate facial

expressions among different locations (Li et al., 2022b; Mao

et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2022). To facilitate

further refinement to determine facial expressions from photos,

we required the portrait of just one person in each photo, and

photos that contained more than one person was cropped. The

facial area of a photographed person had to be exposed without

any covers, e.g., hat-edge, hair, sunglass, or digital decoration.

Screened photos were rotated to make the nose vertical to

the horizontal line. This was a basic requirement that secured

the desired accuracy for the facial recognition (Guan et al.,

2021; Wei et al., 2021b). Processed photos were saved in local

hardware and uploaded to the instrument for analysis. Photos

were processed for facial expressions and their scores were rated

by FireFACE v. 1.0 software (Zhilunpudao Agric. S&T Inc.,

Changchun, China). Photos were uploaded to the software by

tagging them under relevant categories so that they could be

recognized by the machine by selecting the required category.

While most photos could thus be tagged and categorized for
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FIGURE 2

The layout of the experiment design and study arrangement in data collection, statistical analysis, spatial characterization, and geographical

interpolation.

TABLE 3 ANOVA of di�erent park variations on facial expression scores and microclimates in urban wetlands in cities of China.

Source of variance Spring Summer Autumn Winter

F P F P F P F P

Facial expression scores

Happy 2.35 1 0.0004 1.00 0.4699 0.95 0.5295 1.14 0.3261

Sad 1.77 0.0149 1.29 0.1740 2.38 0.0003 1.92 0.0198

NPE 2.33 0.0004 1.06 0.3877 1.32 0.1421 1.53 0.0914

Microclimates

Rainfall 1.44 0.0842 4.66 <0.0001 1.95 0.0045 1.63 0.0617

MaxT 5.07 <0.0001 15.86 <0.0001 12.02 <0.0001 9.52 <0.0001

MinT 12.12 <0.0001 27.18 <0.0001 19.23 <0.0001 33.56 <0.0001

AveRH 12.69 <0.0001 3.75 <0.0001 8.66 <0.0001 8.75 <0.0001

SunH 5.71 <0.0001 12.34 <0.0001 8.38 <0.0001 6.84 <0.0001

AveW 7.42 <0.0001 9.47 <0.0001 20.38 <0.0001 4.29 <0.0001

1Bold values label significant ANOVA effects.

analysis, there were some photos where the facial expression

could not be accurately categorized and therefore the final

number of selfies per park that could be used for analysis may

be fewer than 40 (Table 2). Scores of happy and sad emotions

were rated in percentages of people visiting selected wetlands;

therefore, the NPE (in percentage) could be calculated as the
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difference between happy scores minus sad scores (Wei et al.,

2021a,b). The parameter of NPE was initially used for evaluating

the taste of salts (Kerrihard et al., 2017) and later adapted to

studies on the emotional perceptions of people exposed to urban

green spaces (Wei et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2022).

Statistical analysis and mapping

Facial expression scores and microclimatic factors were

mapped along with their seasonal variations across four seasons

in 2020. Data were transformed to logarithms to facilitate

ANOVA and Pearson correlation (Zhang et al., 2021; Mao

et al., 2022). SAS software (ver. 9.4) (SAS Statistics Inc., New

York, USA) was used as the instrument for data analysis.

Seasonal variations of facial expressions and microclimates

were analyzed by two-way ANOVA using mixed models to

compare wetlands in repeated measures across the four seasons

(Wei et al., 2020b). Duncan test was used to detect significant

differences in parameters among locations with uneven numbers

of replicated photos per wetland (Guan et al., 2021; Liu et al.,

2021c; Mao et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2022). Landscape metrics were

mapped in the study area and analyzed by Pearson correlations

with microclimates. An arc diagram was prepared to reveal

relationships between pairs of landscape and microclimatic

parameters. Multivariable linear regression was used to predict

facial expression scores against landscape metrics and seasonal

microclimates. The regressed results were further used to predict

potential facial expressions on the projected area of wetland blue

spaces that were recognized by NDWI values.

Results

Spatial distribution of facial expression
scores among parks

The happy scores showed a significant difference among

parks principally during spring, compared to the other three

seasons (Table 3). In spring, the happy score was generally higher

in northern regions (Hebei and Shanxi) than in the south (Anhui

and Hunan) (Figure 3A). For example, spring happy scores in

South Lake Park of Tangshan (79.44 ± 29.45%) and Fenhe

Scenery of Taiyuan (69.31 ± 39.24%) were higher than those in

River Front Park of Wuhu (5.11 ± 8.68%) and Mount Yuelu of

Changsha (3.27 ± 3.47%). In summer and winter, happy scores

tended to be higher in regions near the boundary, but in autumn

happy scores turned out to be alternatively high and low across

the study area (Figures 3B–D).

Spatial variation had a significant effect on sad scores in

most seasons of the year except in summer (Table 3). In spring,

more parks attracted people with higher sad scores in the

south than in the north (Figure 3E). People showed higher

sad scores in Longting Park of Kaifeng (32.16 ± 11.99%) and

Canglong Isle Wetland of Wuhan (21.47 ± 18.04%) compared

to Mount Resort of Chengde (4.37± 6.75%) and Fenhe Scenery

of Taiyuan (4.40 ± 5.50%). Summer sad score continued the

distribution pattern with higher scores in the southern areas

but the difference between park locations was not statistically

different (Figure 3F). In autumn, parks with high and low sad

scores were distributed in a more heterogeneous pattern, but,

again, the Canglong Isle Wetland in the south (27.24± 20.60%)

showed higher sad scores than that in Mount Resort (7.98 ±

8.08%), Huifeng Lake Scenery (0.30 ± 0.00%), Longtan Park

(1.49 ± 1.63%), and Wenying Park (1.09 ± 2.64%) in the south

(Figure 3G). In winter, high sad scores were concentrated in the

central part of the study area (Figure 3H). Sad scores in winter

were higher in Longting Park of Kaifeng (55.10± 0.00%) relative

to that in Pigeon Dove Park of Qinhuangdao (0.28± 0.00%) and

Mount Yuelu of Changsha (4.94± 5.20%).

The net positive emotion index (NPE) also showed a

significant response to spatial distribution but was restricted

only to the spring period of the year (Table 3). In contrast to

results relating to sad score distribution, spring NPE tended to

be higher in southern regions than in the north (Figure 3I). For

example, NPE was higher in South Lake Park of Tangshan (75.55

± 35.56%) compared to Longting Park of Kaifeng (−24.71

± 18.13%), River Front Park of Wuhu (−12.29 ± 26.14%),

and Mount Yuelu of Changsha (−10.50 ± 8.07%). In summer,

autumn, and winter, NPE showed heterogeneous distribution

patterns with alternative high and low values in scattered regions

of the study area (Figures 3J–L).

Spatial distribution of microclimates
among parks

Rainfall showed a significant spatial distribution among

parks in summer and autumn (Table 3). Summer rainfall was

higher in regions along the central parts of the study area

compared to regions near the boundary. For example, rainfall

was higher in Mount Wutai of Xinzhou (17.62 ± 14.75mm)

than in Mount Resort of Chengde (1.46± 1.49mm) and Mount

Yuelu of Changsha (6.03± 10.82mm). The autumn rainfall was

higher in Wenying Park of Taiyuan (3.71± 5.92mm) compared

to the wetland parks of Hebei, e.g., in Pigeon Dove Park of

Qinhuangdao (0.07 ± 0.22mm). Rainfall in spring ranged from

0.00–5.30mm and 0.00–3.40mm in winter (Figures 4A,D).

Rainfall was generally higher in wetlands in southern

cities than in northern ones (Figure 3B). Rainfall in wetland

parks in Beijing city ranged between 0.06–0.07mm, which

was lower than in Jiulong lake wetland park in Nanchang

city (8.62mm) and Huayang lake wetland park in Dongguan

city (10.97mm) (Table 4). However, dissimilar rainfall

records were also observed in regionally adjacent wetland
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FIGURE 3

Spatial distributions of facial expression scores (%) for happy (A–D) and sad (E–H) emotions and net positive emotion index (NPE) (I–L) of visitors

in urban wetland parks in cities of Central China across four seasons of spring, summer, autumn, and winter of 2020.

parks (Figure 3B). For example, in Nanchang city, rainfall

in the Jiulong lake wetland park (8.62mm) was higher

than in Aixi lake park (0.76mm) (Table 4). Similarly, in

Dongguan city, rainfall in Huayang lake was higher than in

Daguan (0.76mm) and Nansha (4.76mm) wetland parks in

Guangzhou city.

Both maximum daily temperature (MaxT) and minimum

daily temperature (MinT) significantly varied between different

park locations (Table 3). In spring, both MaxT and MinT were

higher in the southern parts than in the north (Figures 4E,I).

For example, in spring Zhengzhou People Park of Zhengzhou

had higher MaxT (35.10 ± 0.00◦C) and MinT (19.50 ±

0.00◦C) than in parks in Hebei and Shanxi. In summer,

Mount Tianmen of Zhangjiajie showed higher MaxT (35.00 ±

0.00◦C) compared to parks in the north, and Zheshan Park of

Wuhan showed higher MinT (26.60± 0.00◦C) (Figures 4F,J). In

autumn, more parks in the north showed temperature records

to similar extents as those in the south (Figures 4G,K). In

winter, MaxT and MinT were higher in Canglong Isle Wetland

of Wuhan (10.9 ± 0.20◦C) and Mount Yuelu of Changsha

(6.80 ± 0.87◦C) compared to the northern parks, respectively

(Figures 4H,L).

Sunshine duration (SunH) was distributed at different levels

in different parks across the four seasons (Table 3). More

parks in the north had longer SunH values than in the south

(Figures 4M–P). In spring, SunH was longer in Wenying Park

(12.49 ± 0.74h) than in the parks of Anhui and Hubei

(Figure 4M). Summer SunH was longer in Pigeon Dove Park

(5.01 ± 2.59h) than in the parks of Henan, Anhui, Hubei, and

Hunan (Figure 4N). In autumn, SunH was generally longer in

Hebei and Shanxi parks compared to Henan and Hunan parks

(Figure 4O). Similarly, winter SunH was longer in regions of

Shanxi, Hebei, and Henan (Figure 4P). AveW was mostly higher

in parks around the central part of the study area, i.e., in Hebei

and Shanxi compared to other regions, especially in the southern

regions of Hubei and Hunan (Figures 4Q–T).
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FIGURE 4

Spatial distributions of microclimates on days when Sina Weibo users visited wetland parks and posted their facial photos in cities of Central

China across four seasons of spring, summer, autumn, and winter of 2020. Microclimatic factors: rainfall, (A–D); maximum daily temperature

(MaxT), (E–H); minimum daily temperature (MinT), (I–L); sunshine duration (SunH), (M–P); average wind velocity every 2min (AveW), (Q–T).

Spatial distribution of landscape metrics
among parks

The parks in northern Hebei, central Shanxi,

and northern Hunan were at a higher elevation level

(Figure 5A). The total area of blue spaces was larger

in parks near Tianjin, central Shanxi, and northern

Henan (Figure 5B). Vegetative height was generally

higher in parks in western regions than in the east

(Figure 5C).

Elevation had a positive relationship with rainfall, which

further showed a positive relationship with AveW (Figure 6).

Elevation also had a negative relationship with MinT, which was

positively correlated with MaxT. The total area of blue space

had a negative relationship with AveRH, which further showed

negative relationships with SunH and AveW. Vegetative height
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TABLE 4 Parameter estimates frommultivariable linear regressions of factors of landscape metrics and microclimates on facial expression scores of

people experiencing urban wetland parks across four seasons.

Factors Spring Summer Autumn Winter

Happy score1

Intercept 2.32± 0.13*** 2 2.32± 0.19*** 2.42± 0.15***

Elevation 1.37× 103± 6.41× 104* 1.33× 103± 6.70× 104*

VetH

BlueA 0.20± 0.07** 0.13± 0.05*

Rainfall

MaxT

MinT

AveRH

SunH

AveW

Sad score

Intercept 5.83± 2.09** 1.26± 0.16***

Elevation 2.18× 103± 6.64× 104**

VetH

BlueA 0.21± 0.06***

Rainfall

MaxT 0.11± 0.04**

MinT

AveRH 0.03± 0.01*

SunH 0.02± 0.01*

AveW 0.51± 0.19**

Net positive emotion index

Intercept 47.93± 4.83*** 30.26± 3.07*** 39.96± 5.65***

Elevation 0.03± 0.01*

VetH

BlueA 2.98± 1.11**

Rainfall 9.34± 3.42**

MaxT

MinT 1.14± 0.41** 2.29± 1.11*

AveRH

SunH

AveW 1.49± 0.58*

1happy and sad scores have been transformed to logarithms before being used for regression to validate model regression; 2parameters estimated ± standard errors with significant

contributions at 0.05 (P < 0.05, *), 0.01 (P < 0.01, **), and 0.001 (P < 0.001, ***) levels.

had negative relationships with MaxT and MinT, which both

further showed negative relationships with AveW.

Regression of facial expression against
landscape metrics and microclimatic
factors

Happy scores were regressed in most seasons of the year,

except for winter (Table 4). The total area of blue spaces

had a contribution (estimated parameter of 0.20) to happy

scores in spring, but elevation levels had a smaller contribution

(estimated parameter of 1.37 × 10−3) to happy scores in

summer. In autumn, both elevation and area of blue-space

showed significant contributions (estimated parameters of 1.33

× 10−3 and −0.13, respectively) to happy score but just from

blue-space areas alone, it was negative and weak (estimated

parameter of−0.13).

Sad scores were regressed only in summer and autumn

(Table 4). The MaxT, AveRH, and AveW together showed

positive contributions (estimated parameters of 0.11, 0.03, and

0.51, respectively) to sad scores in summer. In autumn, blue-

space areas induced a small positive contribution (estimated
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FIGURE 5

Spatial distributions of landscape metrics in elevation (A), blue-space area (B), and vegetative height (C) for urban wetland parks in Central China.

parameter of 0.21) to sad scores, while contributions from

elevation and SunH were negative (estimated parameters of

−2.18× 10−3 and−0.02, respectively).

The net positive emotion index regressed in spring, autumn,

and winter (Table 4). In spring, MinT showed a negative

contribution (estimated parameter of −1.14) to NPE. In

autumn, elevation had a small positive contribution (estimated

parameter of 0.03) to NPE, but blue-space areas showed a strong

negative contribution (estimated parameter of−2.98). In winter,

the contribution of MinT to NPE was reversed to be positive

(estimated parameter of 2.29), while contributions from rainfall

and AveW were negative (estimated parameters of −9.34 and

−1.49, respectively).

Prediction of emotional responses to
potential experiences in blue spaces

Based on the regression results presented in Table 4,

experiences in blue spaces were interpolated in spring, summer,

and autumn (Figures 7A–C). In spring, it is predicted that

visiting blue spaces can evoke happy emotions in four regions.

The first, in order of level of happiness, is predicted in regions of

Hebei near Beijing; the second is predicted in common regions

across Shanxi and Henan; the third is in eastern Anhui, and the

last along the large area from north Hunan to southern Hubei

(Figure 7A). In summer and autumn, visits to blue spaces in

the western regions of the study area are predicted to evoke

happy emotions, which continued in connected blue spaces from

northern Hebei to western Hunan (Figures 7B,C).

The sad scores could be predicted in summer and autumn

(Figures 7D,E). In summer, it was predicted that visiting blue

spaces in the northern parts of the study area would induce

sad emotions (Figure 7D), while in autumn, blue spaces in most

regions of the study area were predicted to evoke sad emotions

except for visitors who visited blue spaces in Shanxi, western

and northern Hebei, and western regions of the other provinces

(Figure 7E).

In spring, NPE was predicted to be higher in the southern

parts of the study area, especially in the wetlands of Hunan,

Hubei, and Anhui (Figure 7F). No regression was found in

summer, but in autumn, the large areas of western parts were

predicted to induce NPE for blue space visitors (Figure 7G).

In winter, blue spaces in northern Hebei, southern Anhui, and

some central places in Hunan were predicted to mildly induce

higher scores of NPE (Figure 7H). However, blue spaces in the

common area across Hubei and Anhui evoked high NPE scores.

Discussion

Spatial distributions of facial expressions
of people visiting urban wetland parks

It was surprising to find that the variations in wetland parks

generated differences in the posted photos of smiles among

wetland park visitors only in spring. In this season when the

temperature starts to rise to a mild level, more positive emotions

were expressed on the faces of people in the northern parks in

contrast to those in the south. Our findings do not concur with

those found by Li et al. (2022b), where the emotions of visitors

did not vary across the spatial distribution patterns among

wetland parks in eastern coastal cities in spring. Wetland parks

in our study were chosen from inland cities, where the spring

atmosphere is quite different from coastal cities (White et al.,

2013). The geographical trend in spring disappeared in other

seasons when positive and negative emotions were alternatively

exposed on the faces of people in wetland parks along the

geographical gradient.

Our results did not reveal any geographical trend of

emotional change for urban wetland park visitors. For urban

green space visitors, however, it was reported that the frequency

with which people were exposed to positive emotions reduced

along the latitudinal gradient from the south to the north in

eastern cities (Liu et al., 2021c). The changes in expressed

emotions of people visiting green spaces mirrored the changes
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FIGURE 6

Arc-diagram of correlations between parameters about

landscape metrics and microclimatic factors. Lines in red link

two parameters that had a positive relationship and those in

blue link two parameters with a negative relationship. BlueA,

blue-space area; VegH, vegetative height; Rain, rainfall; MaxT,

maximum daily temperature; MinT, minimum daily temperature;

AveRH, average RH; SunH, sunshine duration; AveW, average

wind velocity every 2min.

in temperature and wind velocity (Mao et al., 2022). In wetland

settings, the variations in the temperature did not generate

any direct effects that could be perceived by visitors (Li et al.,

2022b). According to the regression results in our study, more

microclimatic factors were involved to jointly contribute to

the expressed emotions. Therefore, the complexity of simulated

settings resulted in a null response in positive emotions relating

to the geographical distribution of wetland parks in seasons

excluding spring. However, people posted more sad faces online

in northern parks in colder climates, especially in winter

(Figures 3G,H). These results are in line with the findings

regarding expressed emotions of visitors to urban forests in Liu

et al. (2021c), which are explained by the low temperature in

the north. These results suggest that urban visitors to natural

parks may be sensitive to colder temperatures, which is evident

by the negative emotions expressed on their faces as soon as

the temperature drops. These are temporary surmises which are

discussed further below.

Landscape and microclimates perceived
as emotional drivers by urban wetland
park visitors

The large size of an urban landscape is believed to lower

mental stress and restore it to normal levels according to stress

recovery theory (SRT) (Ulrich et al., 1991). The acceptance of

SRT is quite prevalent and people generally consider a larger

area of urban nature to mean a higher dose of nature which

can relieve mental stress. Recent studies are establishing through

evidence that experiences in larger blue spaces of urban wetland

parks did result in a higher rate of smiles and positive emotions

on visitors’ faces (Li et al., 2022a). Studies on urban green spaces

also support the close relationship between experiencing large

areas of forest parks and the frequency of smiles (Liu et al.,

2021b; Zhang et al., 2021). In our study, although blue spaces

evoked smiles in spring, the vastness of the landscape triggered

sadness in autumn.

To bring about smiles, blue spaces were the sole contributor,

but for triggering sadness blue spaces had to be accompanied by

higher elevation (Table 4). In eastern coastal cities, the elevation

of an urban wetland park was perceived as a driver of bad moods

(Li et al., 2022a). Nevertheless, elevation-induced sadness had

an opposite force that countered it by way of blue spaces in

autumn. Compared to the coefficient of the estimated parameter

for blue spaces, it was relatively smaller for elevation. These

results suggest that the antagonistic effect of elevation was

relatively smaller when a bad mood was triggered by blue

spaces. Therefore, our first hypothesis is not valid because our

results indicate that people are more likely to expose positive

emotions in wetland parks that are smaller in size and have

high elevation.

Warm temperatures were reported to be the main driver

of expressed smiles in urban green spaces in autumn for

cities of East China (Liu et al., 2021c). However, average daily

temperatures (AveT) were also reported to be an indirect effect

on smiles both in green (Mao et al., 2022) and blue spaces
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FIGURE 7

Seasonal distributions of predicted facial expression scores for happy and sad emotions and net positive emotion index (NPE) from potential

experiences of visitors in blue spaces in regions of Central China. Regions in the blue color mark blue spaces that have regressed characteristics

in landscape and microclimate from selected urban wetland parks. Regional distributions are interpolated by regression results adapted from

Table 4. (A–C) Predicted happy scores in spring, summer, and autumn, respectively; (D,E) Predicted sad scores in summer and autumn,

respectively; (F–H) Predicted NPE in spring, autumn, and winter, respectively.

(Li et al., 2022b). These results suggest contrasting conclusions

about the AveT effect on happy scores which were determined

by “U-shape” curves under a maximum temperature record

of 6.05◦C in green spaces (Mao et al., 2022) and a minimum

of 11.5◦C in blue space (Li et al., 2022b). To study this

contradiction, we used extreme temperature records per day

instead of the average value. We found that the perception

of daily MaxT induced sadness in summer, and the MinT

contributed to smiles in spring and sadness in winter (Table 4).

In the central part of China, spring is a mild season when

high temperatures are preferred. Since winter is harsh, any

lowering of theMinT is acutely felt (and disliked) by local people.

Negative contributions of rainfall and wind to NPE in winter

may be because they decrease the MinT. Therefore, our results

do not provide any clear indication that high temperatures are

a driver of positive emotions for visitors to urban wetlands of

inland cities.

No NPE was found in summer, suggesting that in summer

the MaxT effect on sadness was offset by smiles. The effect of

MaxT in summer was accompanied by the effects of AveRH and

AveW, which together contributed to expressing sad faces. The

negative effect of experiencing humidity on posted emotions

was also reported in wetland parks in East China (Li et al.,

2022b). Therefore, people do not enjoy their time in urban

wetlands in hot weather with humidity. In urban green spaces,

however, studies demonstrated that RH at the understory layer

can lower mental stress by reducing blood pressure (An et al.,

2019) and inducing positive emotions (Park et al., 2011; Wei
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et al., 2020b). Relative to settings in green spaces, those in

wetlands were closer to the waters, which may result in people

feeling uncomfortable with high levels of humidity and high

temperatures. The contribution of AveW to express sadness

disagreed with the results in Li et al. (2022b), where the wind was

perceived as a stronger diver to evoke smiles than sadness. We

believe stronger winds in wetland parks should have alleviated

the perceived bad mood caused by humidity. However, in our

study, strong winds in elevated landscapes resulted in high

scores of sadness instead of the perception of sorrow. Average

wind velocity has a negative relationship with MaxT. This could

be a key reason whyNPE had a null response to spatial variations

in summer because strong winds in highlands triggered sad

faces, whereas it should have been a positive driver to encourage

smiles. Anyway, our second hypothesis was also invalid because

neither temperature nor humidity generated any positive impact

to induce posting faces with positive emotions when visiting

urban wetlands.

Mapping spatiotemporal distributions of
predicted exposed emotions from
potential visits to blue spaces

Based on regression results obtained in urban wetland parks,

all blue spaces in the whole study area were predicted for their

potential associations with posted facial expressions although

some places may have not attracted any visits. Spring was a

recommended season because no blue spaces were indicated

to trigger sadness. A large area of connected blue spaces

from northern Hunan, across southern Hubei, to the eastern

Anhui, was recommended for visits in spring and winter when

experiences can evoke positive emotions with a big number of

posted smiles. In this area, urban wetland parks fall within the

recommended range in the cities of Changsha, Wuhan, and

Wuhu (Tuofu et al., 2021; Ye and Qiu, 2021). Ye and Qiu

(2021) employed geographically weighted regression models

that also revealed that visits to urban wetland parks in Wuhan

can bring self-reported wellbeing to residents in Wuhan. Tuofu

et al. (2021) found that urban blue spaces attracted people

with higher wellbeing resulting in a stronger will to pay for

low-priced houses.

In the growing seasons of summer and autumn, wetlands in

northern Hebei, Shanxi, and western regions of Henan, Hubei,

and Hunan were predicted to have visitors with a potentially

high frequency to evoke positive emotions. In summer, wetlands

in Hebei and Shanxi were also predicted to carry a high risk

of inducing sad moods when no NPE was predicted. These

results concur with our surmises in preceding discussions that

the impulse to express smiles in these regions was offset by

the impulse to post sad faces. In autumn, however, NPE was

also predicted to be high in wetlands nearly overlapping the

distribution of happiness. In Shanxi, although surface mining

greatly impacted local ecosystem services to evoke wellbeing

(Xiang et al., 2021), the local environment combined with wind

strength at low velocity (≤5.36m s−1) and temperature around

6.05◦C was suggested to encourage smiles during urban forest

visits (Mao et al., 2022). Our regression results suggest that

the small-sized areas of blue spaces in these regions, including

Shanxi, should be visited more often, especially the wetlands at

high elevations.

Limits of the current study

The main drawback of using images from social media

networks is an ongoing one and critics believe facial expressions

in posts are mostly posed and self-screened before being

uploaded to the internet. We used the posted facial photos as a

source of data for facial expressions like others did in previous

studies (Wei et al., 2019, 2020a, 2022; Li et al., 2022b). We

agree with the argument that photos with spontaneous facial

expressions would result in more reliable data that reflects the

subconscious emotions of people when experiencing nature in

urban landscapes (Wei et al., 2020b, 2021a,b). Thus far, we

do not have a solution on how to collect a large number of

photos from people that captures their subconscious emotions

and generate a big-data pool of facial expressions. This is the

first limitation of this study and hopefully, future research can

address this issue with some cutting-edge technology.

Secondly, we predicted the spatial distribution of posted

emotions of people as potential visitors to all blue spaces in

our study area in Central China. The original data we used

for regression were derived from selected urban wetland parks,

therefore the predicted distribution of blue spaces was expected

to have these landscape and microclimatic characteristics hence

they can be good sceneries for visits with better moods. We did

not interpolate our data to all urban wetland parks, which may

result in some errors in the baseline of blue space distribution

because some blue spaces other than wetlands may have been

involved in spatial interpolation as well. Further studies are

suggested to extend data obtained in parks to all areas of urban

wetland parks, which will enhance the accuracy of targeting

specific areas with blue spaces that have the recommended

topographic characteristics.

Thirdly, our results are limited to spatiotemporal

distribution that currently exists as a result of years of

urbanization; most wetland parks are developed from natural

remnants or newly introduced blue spaces. The location of

the wetland ecosystem may be subject to projected land use

or planned land transformation, which may both greatly

impact resident visitors and influence their experiences when

visiting blue spaces. China is a country with a record of rapid

urbanization in recent decades. Hence it is important to factor

in the coefficient of urbanization in the regression model that

predicts people’s emotions when visiting blue spaces.
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Finally, we did not calibrate our mapping results which

limits the accuracy of the spatial distribution of predicted

emotions. Further work is suggested to validate results by

recruiting participants and placing them in random places in

the mapped region. If the recruited participants showed similar

trends in emotions to blue spaces that were predicted by the

mapping, then their accuracy can be deemed validated, and

calibration is successfully undertaken.

Conclusions

Our study confirms an overall argument that people can

display emotions through facial expressions in a spatiotemporal

distribution pattern in different places of urban wetland parks.

This was shaped by visitors’ perceptions of joint landscape

metrics and microclimates at different places across four seasons

of the year. In this study, taking Central China cities as an

example, we recommend which blue spaces to visit and at which

season to get the maximum benefit of positive emotions. In

spring and winter, it was recommended to visit blue spaces in

urban wetlands in northernHunan, southernHubei, and eastern

Anhui (positive emotion expressed in 40–60%). In autumn,

northern wetlands in Shanxi and northern and western Hebei

were recommended to be visited (positive emotion expressed

in 20–100%). The size of blue spaces in wetland parks should

be small (e.g., ∼0.05 km2), and the elevation should be high

(up to 790m). Visitors may suffer from bad moods from their

experiences in blue spaces if during their visit they encounter

also a high temperature and strong wind.

Future studies can continue the scope of our study and

extend its science in several aspects. Firstly, flood events are

a force that can change the blue space landscape, which was

not considered in this study. The post-flood landscape can be

taken as a major factor that impacts people’s perceptions of re-

shaped blue spaces. Secondly, our study area was limited to

a region that, although a large area in size, had a relatively

homogenous terrain; it had plains in the central part and was

surrounded by big mountains. Future work can be extended

to other landscapes with alternatively high and low elevations

across the whole area which may trigger different perceptions

in people. Finally, demographics is a significant factor that

distinguishes perceptions of people even when they share the

same experience. Further work should consider studying people

drawn from different races, genders, and ages to detect their

perceptions of regional blue spaces.
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